available information from recent research but necessarily relied upon published material, mainly the writings of Howitt, Curr, Smyth, R.H. Mathews (whose reliability he had questioned in 1940 but now acclaimed), and the few accessible Protectorate records from the 1840s. His tentative boundaries in central and northeastern Victoria were admittedly deduced from discrepant published sources and he stated that: 'The triangle between Melbourne, Echuca and Albury remains one of the problem areas . .
. . . the five tribes in the vicinity of Melbourne, those listed in this work as the Taungurong, Wurundjeri, Bunurong, Wathaurung, and Kurung, developed under the influence of a patrilineal dual system of social organisation. They had well-developed arrangements for intergroup marriage, seemingly crossing the bounds of the units called tribes in other areas. Unless further documentation is discovered it now seems late to learn whether it is correct to regard the members of these five units as belonging to groups other than tribal ones. Differences of language seem to justify their separation and in the present work they are listed as tribes. This paper tries to explain how patrilineal moiety organisation -a rarity on the Australian continent -shaped marital and political ties in central Victoria, and to identify the land-owning units and linguistic groupings from unpublished records in accessible to Tindale, notably A.W. Howitt's original notes of interviews with William Barak and other Kulin elders on reciprocal visits totalling many months between 1880 and 1903. Their information clarifies and is confirmed by manuscript records com piled by officials of the Port Phillip Protectorate between 1839 and 1849. Ten years of daily contact with the surviving Tasmanians had equipped Chief Protector G.A. Robinson to ask questions eliciting indigenous distinctions between clan membership and linguis tic identification, and to perceive broader regional groupings defined by common ancestry, speech and customs (each a 'nation' in the terminology of his day). Robinson had mastered southern Kulin concepts and achieved some fluency in the Woiworung dialect by 1840. However the journals describing his 1840-47 journeys among their more or less alien neighbours reveal his initial difficulties in determining whether a newly-heard name was that used by a clan (his 'tribe', later tribal 'section') or all speakers of a common dialect (his 'tribe') or was merely a geographical reference or descriptive label (sometimes pejorative) applied by their neighbours. Robinson certain ly understood clan exogamy (always identifying the natal 'tribe'/ 'section' of wives in his censuses), but was apparently unaware of the existence of moieties and the principles of moiety exogamy in Victoria. 3 4 As footnotes identifying the precise source of each item of information would make this paper impossibly long, I have instead used a superscript letter for the most important writers. These are identified below in an alphabetical key providing biogra phical notes and a description of relevant records. The main published sources used by Tindale and later researchers are the contributions by Victorian pastoralists and mis sionaries solicited 1861-1877 for the 1878 volumes compiled by geologist Robert Brough Smyth, Secretary for Mines and honorary secretary 1860-75 of the Board for the Protection of the Aborigines; stock inspector E.M. Curr's 1883 reminiscence of his career as a pastoralist and his 1886-87 compilation of replies to a questionnaire circu lated at Board expense when he was a member in 1878; police magistrate A.W. Howitt's two books, forty-six articles and contributions to the Smyth and Curr volumes, all published 1876-1908 ; clergyman John Mathew's 1898 book and several articles, main ly linguistic material based on correspondence and brief visits to Victorian reserves; and the nineteen brief repetitive articles published 1898-1908 by New South Wales land surveyor R.H. Mathews.
Because R.H. Mathews' publications have been the main source for Tindale's maps and modern language distribution maps I cannot ignore them, but I must point out that his sometimes ignorant and sometimes deliberate distortion has so muddled the ethnographic record that a detailed review of his research is needed. Mathews' insist ence in every publication from 1898 onward that all his Victorian information was collected firsthand 'in the camps of the natives' is proven false by his own diaries, correspondence and notebooks. These prove that he had no contact with Aborigines at or south of the Murray river before his grossly inaaccurate 1898 article mapping the 'class divisions' of Victorian 'nations' was sent to press in August 1898. Indeed, his 1897-98 correspondence with police posts on the Murray and staff at Victorian reserves and at Cumeroogunga, New South Wales, reveals that he knew nothing about the sur viving communities, not even their location. His biographer A.P. Elkin reports that the 1898 paper relied on earlier publications, and Mathews' Victorian fieldwork was limit ed to Easter holiday visits in 1902 Easter holiday visits in , 1903 Easter holiday visits in and 1904 totalling only ten weeks. Linguists who have compared Mathews' notebooks and publications echo RJM.W. Dixon's con clusion that Mathews 'frequently doctored his field notes for publication, and, as Schmidt [1919] warned, all his work must be treated with caution'.5 My own compar ison of his published work with his scanty notes (and other records of informants named therein, all of whom were also interviewed by Howitt or John Mathew), indi cates that he embroidered and unfortunately distorted what little information he col lected firsthand, and his publications dealing with Victoria and adjacent areas of New South Wales rely heavily on unacknowledged material from published sources, altered to his own style of orthography and amended to support his own theories.
Mathews' almost pathological jealousy of Howitt, well known to contemporaries, is mentioned in a recent biography of Howitt.6 This forgotten feud is relevant to my paper only because Mathews' publications from 1898 onward contradicted, ridiculed or ignored Howitt's careful ethographic reports, and in particular his evidence (publish ed as early as 1882 but most fully in 1888) that the Kulin people of central Victoria had patrilineal moieties. The R.H. Mathews Papers contain letters from his friend John Mathew who repeatedly, from June 1898, confirmed Howitt's finding and accurately defined the boundary of this form of social organisation. Other letters from the Cumeroogunga teacher T.S. James in 1897-98 confirmed Curr's definition ofPangerang territory and explained that surviving 'Yota-Yota' considered the Wiradjuri language and section system as alien as thebunjil andwac moieties of their southern neighbours. Despite this evidence, Mathews' 1898 paper and map depicted a supposed 'Bangarang Nation' extending over the whole of central and northeastern Victoria (the boundaries, he said, were adopted from Curr's map with 'certain modifications') and argued that Howitt was wrong about patrilineal inheritance of their 'Boonjil and Wah' moieties. The nineteenth-century gentlemen whose ethnographic publications influence modern research were not mere scribes: their jealousies, ambitions, loyalties and roles in colonial society shaped their inquiries and the content of their publications. They cannot be blamed for the ignorance which blinded them and others of their time to the complexity of indigenous concepts of identity and land ownership. But we should not forget that they wrote for a contemporary audience and their views were, some times, mere propaganda in the contemporary political context of Aboriginal dispos session. Colonial gentlemen like E.M. Curr and his friend A.A.C. LeSouef, who re membered the pastoral invasion of the 1840s, did not trouble to investigate indigenous systems of land tenure, denied the existence of effective leadership by 'chiefs', and despised the liberal views of 1850s immigrants such as Smyth and Howitt, who could not get truthful answers to their queries about the disappearance of Victoria's Aborigi nal population. Smyth had fought pastoralists' opposition to help Kulin leaders secure the Coranderrk reserve, but their protests when he, Curr and LeSouef resolved to sell their land divided the Board and led to Smyth's (and finally Curr's) resignation. Curr's ambition to succeed Smyth as secretary in 1876 was thwarted by Board colleagues and the government, and his policies were rejected by an 1877 Royal Commission which included Howitt. Curr's preposterous statements about smallpox in Victoria, aired in an 1877 Argus debate prompted by public hysteria about an outbreak in Sydney, were publicly ridiculed by another member of the Royal Commission, while Curr's in competence was meanwhile protested by his public service staff. Curr's ignorance of Aborigines was publicly criticised in a series of official investigations of Board policy, culminating in an 1881 Parliamentary inquiry. This public humiliation, described in press reports and government files of the day, obviously influenced the content of his books, which mocked (usually unjustly) the ethnographic expertise of Smyth and others he blamed for this embarrassment. Better-informed contemporaries (notably Howitt, who demolished Curr's false statements about kinship and leadership in 1889) attacked his self-serving propaganda until his death when, as convention required, criti cism ceased. Recent reprints have made Curr's books widely accessible and his views are often uncritically quoted by modern writers unaware of their falsity. As Curr's papers have not survived it is impossible to assess his editing of questionnaire responses in his 1886-87 volumes; where his summaries and quotations can be checked against published material it is clear that he distorted sources in a most unscholarly fashion to support his arguments.
A.W. Howitt's academic reputation suffered, as Mulvaney has noted, when the theory of group marriage he imbibed from correspondence with Lewis Morgan and Lorimer Fison was dismissed by later anthropologists. Unfortunately his 1904 book omitted most, and muddled some, of the information preserved in the Howitt Papers, a detailed record of firsthand interviews with the elders of most Victorian communi ties between 1872 and 1907. Tindale was apparently unable to examine these notes (or, indeed, R.H. Mathews' unpublished records) and had to rely on Howitt's 1904 book, which misquoted his original lists of the moiety identification of Kulin clans and also rendered unintelligible his description of how Kulin used the terms kulin (=man, people), and other labels ending in the suffixes - (w)urrung, -balluk, or -(w) illam. Robinson had long before tried to teach his subordinates these distinctions and one of them, E.S. Parker, had published these linguistic clues in an 1854 paper, reprinted by Smyth in 1878. But Howitt's idiosyncratic and inconsistent use of his own terms -'horde', 'clan' 'tribe' and 'nation' -continues to baffle modern researchers. Howitt's 1904 list of 'tribes' composing a 'Kulin nation' is in fact a list of all -(w)urrung (and some of their component clans) who shared a patrilineal form of moiety organisation, including two clans northeast of the Kulin cultural bloc whose speech was utterly diff erent but who had intermarried with Kulin neighbours since pre-contact times. Howitt's 'Kulin nation' included all speakers of what modern linguists classify as the 'Eastern Kulin Language': the Bunurong, Woiworung, Taungurong (Thagunworung) and Nguraiillam-wurrung, plus two neighbouring -(w)urrung considered friendly and marriageable, the Wathaurung and Jajowrong, whose speech is classified with the 'Western Kulin' languages used throughout most of Western Victoria.7 Similarities in speech plus initia tion and burial practices, together with kinship ties resulting from marriages known to date at least three decades before 1840, linked all of the local land-owning groups on the Yarra, Goulburn, Campaspe, Loddon, Avoca, Werribee and Broken rivers, and marriage linked some with neighbours beyond the Ovens.
But to the Woiworung and Bunurong clans about Melbourne in 1836 other neigh bours were m ainm eet^Im eym et^ ('no good'^, 'foreign'^, 'regarded as wild men'" ). their coastal neighbours, of alien speech, mainmeet. In the same year his subordinate Parker reported that the Jajowrong also used this label for all groups, regardless of geo graphical location, whom they did not marry: ' "Mainmait" , i.e. "strange" blacks prac tised the "wooreet" [sorcery] against them'. By 1863, when the surviving Kulin settled on their chosen land at Coranderrk Abo riginal Station, they had long since begun to marry all of these neighbours, but were still influenced by ancient rules governing marriage, land ownership and political authority. They identified themselves as Kulin -as members of a regional cultural bloc or 'confederacy' -maintained by intermarriage, a common language and mutual interests of various kinds. One of the bonds maintaining this confederacy was moiety affiliation: Kulin divided their world into two halves (moieties) labelled waa (crow) and bunjil (eaglehawk). Individuals were identified with one or other of these moieties, which both shaped the patterned intermarriage of specific clans and transcended local allegiance when the Kulin met for religious rituals or the settlement of disputes or simply chose teams for a ball game.
Individuals might also choose to emphasise a narrower district or 'tribal' loyalty. Within the Kulin bloc clusters of adjacent clans which shared a common dialect or manner of speaking, and some degree of mutual political and economic interest because of their geographical contiguity, distinguished themselves by a 'language' name with the suffix -(w)urrung (meaning mouth or speech). But the strength of such 'tribal' alle giances depended upon a number of things, including the disposition of neighbouring clans. The cell-like structure and political autonomy suggested by the term 'tribe' is an inappropriate description of the -(w)urrung groupings. After resettlement at Coranderrk -(w)urrung names were still used by individuals to indicate their district of origin and something of their history, but the deliberate maintenance of speech differences to demarcate district loyalties or comply with mythological sanctions had less importance. Most Kulin adults were multi-lingual, and etiquette demanded that residents of another clan's territory should use the speech of its owners. Available records suggest that social identity beyond the clan level was situational, but the scanty evidence is so flaw ed by observers' ignorance and misconceptions that we have only hints of how nine teenth-century Kulin perceived social boundaries and used language and other devices to maintain or cross such boundaries.
Yet neither dispossession nor migration altered the importance of clan and moiety membership, which influenced marriage arrangements and the resulting rights of in heritance affecting the political and economic opportunities of individuals. The discre teness of the -(w)urrung had always been limited by laws forbidding marriage between persons who were of the same clan or the same moiety or who were reckoned near kin by any traceable genealogical tie. Each clan belonged either to the waa or bunjil moiety (in modern anthropological terms each territorial patrician was also a localised moiety segment whose members were recruited by a rule of patrifiliation). Clan members had to find spouses from some clan of the opposite moiety, either within or outside their own -(w)urrung but preferably at some distant locality. District loyalties were thereby extended and travel and trade with more remote areas were encouraged by the result ing web of kinship ties uniting all Kulin clans in a far-flung confederacy.
The basic unit of Kulin society was a named localised patrilineal descent group (clan) whose members had an historical, religious and genealogical identity. Clan terri tories were defined by ritual and economic responsibilities. Clan names were disting uished by the suffixes -balluk or -bulluk meaning a number of people and -(w)illam (in northern dialects -yellam) meaning dwelling-place; -bulluk or -goondeet and -lar were the Jajowrong equivalents.9 Most nineteenth-century observers ignored or were be wildered by the various levels of Kulin identification because they did not grasp the underlying principles. A few perceived dialect and language differences and labelled the populations thus distinguished as tribes or nations, but most used the label 'tribe' to designate the small named groups occupying particular localities. The names they recorded were those of land-owning clans, yet clans as such were apparently invisible to Europeans because all members did not live together permanently as an observable residential unit on their jointly-owned estate. Clan lands were exploited by residential groups (now termed bands) whose membership changed over time as nuclear families formed, aged and were replaced, and over the course of each year because the families and individuals entitled to make use of a specific clan estate were sometimes together, sometimes dispersed, sometimes journeying to other localities to fulfil the religious and family obligations of responsible adults in Kulin society. Over a lifetime a person might successively join bands in various localities, utilising various rights to make use of land owned by others. But clan membership was fixed at birth. Each person inherited clan (and moiety) membership from his or her father and retained that membership until death. The patrilineal clans so recruited were stable units owning particular territories: their members' sense of identity derived from their own recognition, and public acceptance, of their inherited responsibility for that land. Because religious duties tethered men to their own clan estate the bands residing in any locality usually had a core of male clan members, with their wives, sons, unmarried daughters and other relatives whose rights of access were acquired by descent or marriage. These relatives were most commonly the husbands, children (and grandchildren) of daughters who had married men of other clans yet retained and transmitted various rights to use and care for the resources of their natal clan. Near kinsmen of women married to men of the owning clan were able to visit this territory and use its resources, and members of associated clans of the same moiety also had certain privileges of access. The land tenure system of the Kulin permitted individuals to make claims on various relatives in order to use land beyond their own estate. Individuals 'born' on the land of another clan had lifelong access but did not acquire clan membership. Visitors who had no entitlement could also seek formal permission from clan-heads for temporary access. The safety of all approved visitors was guaranteed. The system worked because reciprocity was the guiding principle of land and resource management. Europeans, who did not grasp this concept but merely noticed the fluctuating size and variable composition of observed groups without understanding the principles of recruitment, were prone to assume that Aborigines were nomads incapable of the responsibilities of owners and proprietors. John Batman's 1835 'treaties'with the leaders of clans near Melbourne are an exam ple of how permission for temporary access was granted in a ritual exchange of gifts and formal presentation of tokens (soil, plants, water, food) symbolising the owners' hospitality. Batman's escort o f 'Sydney'Aborigines were familiar with such ceremonies, and Batman's overtures were no doubt perceived by the Woiworung and Bunurong clan-heads as a rather puppyish eagerness to initiate the required tanderrum ritual. Five of the eight 'chiefs' Batman named can be identified; they and other participants re called the occasion for Robinson and his subordinate William Thomas. Half a century later William Barak, an eleven-year-old witness, named the clan-heads for Howitt. Many historians have ignorantly ridiculed this encounter, usually quoting Wedge's letter, written two days after his arrival at Port Phillip, reporting William Buckley's opinion that 'there is no such thing as chieftainship among them'; but Wedge's diary, published in 1883, shows that he quickly learned to respect the authority of Kulin clan-heads.10
The colonists who followed Batman were quickly made aware that Kulin ngurungaeta had authority over their own clans and often had influence over distant groups. For a few years after 1835 Europeans had to negotiate with these leaders, but when squatters outnumbered the Kulin they sneered at the tattered dignity of landless chiefs.
Howitt's records of the names of clans and clan-heads remembered by Kulin elders agree with Protectorate records of the 1840s unknown to him. The Woiworung leader William Barak explained, and earlier records confirm, that Kulin clans were governed by senior men, one or several of whom represented the component patrilineages in the formal office of clan-head designated by a title: ngurungaeta^ among the Woiworung, Taungurong and Ngurai-illam-wurrung; neyem eyem eer/ kneyerkneyerneer^ among the Jajowrong; noure-nit^ among the northern Wathaurung and arweet^ among the coastal Wathaurung and their Bunurong neighbours;gnern n e e t c h among the Chaapwuurung^3 and Pirt pirt wuurung^a west of the Wathaurung; nge-im-etch" among the Wotjoballaiuk west of the Jajowrong and gnemick gnemick among the 'Wamba' about Lake Boga.11 A clan-head had effective authority within his own group and was con sidered its rightful representative in external affairs. All clan-heads were men of dis tinguished achievement; certain of them were so eminent that their wishes were obeyed by all clans comprising a -(w)urrung and their religious authority was acknowledged far beyond the region. Officials who saw daily evidence of their leadership in the early 1840s had no doubt that Billibellary was the 'paramount chief among the southern Kulin while Munangabum held sway as 'neyerneyerneet or chieftain over most of the Jajowrong people'. The Protectors used the words respect and obedience to charac terise the loyalty shown to all clan-heads. Reverence was the term used for the recep tion accorded to two aged and far-famed chiefs who visited Jajowrong and Woiworung assemblies: one was head of the Peeruk-el-moom-bulluk clan of Wathaurung and the other was the clan-head Kallakallap of the Buffalo river, far beyond the Kulin pale. Information on most Kulin clan-heads is scanty because they died only a few years after Europeans occupied their land. But the censuses and genealogies compiled by the Protectors confirm what William Barak and other Kulin elders later told Howitt: in the 1830s and 1840s the ngurungaeta of the southern Kulin clans were closely linked by kinship ties resulting from past marriages (in part because prominent men acquired more wives and thus more children to be deployed in politically advantageous marriages). These records also confirm Barak's statements suggesting that a ngurungaeta was 'made' by other men -the men of his own patriline and clan and the leaders of neighbouring clans and other clans of the same moiety. Although genealogical seniority was here im portant in clan government and a ngurungaeta could confidently name a particular son or brother as his heir, hereditary succession was not automatic. Aspirants had to prove their competence and, as Barak indicated, win endorsement from other clan-heads of the region. It was their support which enabled younger men to acquire religious know ledge, wives, and entree to the political forums where opinions, oratorical skills and influence were tested. 'A ngurungaeta is like a Governor', Barak told Howitt. He spoke also of the three young men he had named to follow him as ngurungaeta of the Kulin clans represented at Coranderrk.
Anthropological and historical analysis of Victorian clans and their leaders is extra ordinarily difficult, mainly because of the rapidity of European usurpation and the government's failure (unique in British colonial administration) to negotiate treaties of cession and pay compensation in order to legitimise European 'settlement'. Colonists began their illicit occupation of Kulin land in 1835; within six years almost 12,000 Europeans had appropriated the estates of most Kulin clans and dispossessed the owners. By 1851 the newly-separated colony of Victoria was occupied by 77,345 Europeans, 391,000 cattle and 6,590,000 sheep. The new proprietors did not enumerate the survi ving Kulin or count those who had been killed, but their written records carefully tallied the loss of several thousand sheep and cattle and the 'murder' of fifty-nine 1 9 Europeans in the Port Phillip District.
Experienced colonial officials investigating these deaths usually reported that European lust or cruelty had prompted retribution and decided that many reports o f stock 'theft' were falsified or exaggerated in order to excuse delinquent employees or justify demands for government compensation.Certain ly hungry Aborigines did harvest some o f the introduced animals denuding their land and polluting their waters, but drought, diseases and dingo depredations were the main causes o f stock losses during the 1830s and 1840s.
By 1861 some 540,000 Europeans immigrants had claimed all of Victoria except for the mountains and the mallee country they considered uninhabitable. Fewer than 2,000 o f the original owners had survived what eye-witness accounts called 'wanton slaughter', starvation, and the effect of European-introduced diseases, notably influenza, measles, tuberculosis and the venereal infections then labelled 'syphilis' (the symptoms in fact suggest a combination o f syphilis and gonorrhoea).13
Names of the clans composing each Kulin -(w)urrung are listed alphabetically below, preceded by a brief description of the sources of information and special problems in analysis. Their location (where sufficient description exists) is indicated on the accom panying map. The geographical base map is that published by R. Brough Smyth in 1878, since it shows Victorian streams before most were dammed or diverted and pro vides contemporary locality names. Nineteenth-century gazetteers and the index of pastoral holdings published by Billis and Kenyon were used to check locality references. Superscript letters, identified in the following key, are used to indicate the source of clan, 'language' and personal names and additional information. 12 Serie (1963) provides census totals for Europeans and stock numbers at various dates. Nance 1981 (see also her thesis, Blaskett 1979) identifies 59 European deaths, usefully criticises his torians' errors, and assembles evidence on internecine 'killings'; but her uncritical grouping of incidents labelled 'inter-tribal clashes' and obvious confusion of actual violence and sorcery accusations caused a grossly exaggerated estimate of 'the level of violence' 1835-50. Calculation of the causes of mortality based on Aboriginal reports is difficult everywhere in Australia because all deaths except those of the very young and very old were attributed to malevolent sorcery. In colonial Victoria and New South Wales pastoralists' reportage was always dubious because they risked cancellation of their squatting licences if they or their servants were proven guilty of homicide, mistreatment or prostitution of Aborigines. Although the Protectors and Crown Land Commissioners were well aware of the blatant falsehood of many sworn state ments they were helpless to convict because Aboriginal evidence was not acceptable in courts. 13 See Barwick 1971 for an account of population decline. In this paper I cited Radcliffe-Brown's view (based on Curr's inflated population estimates and reports of smallpox before contact) that the Victorian population was 11,500 at 1835. Butlin's (1983) admittedly speculative theories about smallpox prompted me to re-examine the belated reportage and the biographies of the 26 gentlemen who wrote about 'smallpox' in Victoria, mostly during the hysterical press campaign which followed an outbreak in Sydney and coincided with an 1877 Royal Commission on the treatment of Aborigines. Analysis of the reported incidence of remembered pockmark ing, together with the voluminous medical evidence on skin diseases among Victorian and other Aborigines, convinced me that all reports of Victorian epidemics resulted from medical and ethnographic ignorance. The rarity, seasonality and geographical peculiarities of reportage by these 26 observers suggest that they were reminiscing about outbreaks of impetigo contagiosa (the medical diagnosis, from the 1860s, of what laymen called 'native pock'), a streptococcal or staphyloccal infection; the staphylococcal form, if untreated, may cause the severe generalised disease pemphigus acutus, commonly known as 'butcher's fever'. This superscript identification of sources helps to make sense of the variant spellings which discourage accurate identification of 'language', clan and personal names appear ing in the historical and anthropological literature. Much of this variation is due to haphazard attempts at phonetic transcription by nineteenth-century gentlemen un acquainted with any foreign languages, except the Latin taught to British schoolboys. Yet my (admittedly incomplete) examination of G.A. Robinson's manuscripts suggests that his variable spellings record differences in pronunciation by speakers of different dialects. The problems of historical research are compounded by new orthographies used by some modern researchers. I have adhered to authors' original spellings and list ed all variants in manuscripts plus the best-known published form. Since published versions of Protectorate records are generally unreliable, spellings given below are main ly from the Robinson and Thomas papers held by the Mitchell Library, Sydney. Alpha betical listing is of course complicated by writers' differing perceptions of the phonetic equivalence of vowels a/u and consonants b/p, d/t, c/g/k. Many writers, including Robinson, were deaf to initial 'ng'.14 Personal names present special problems. Ethnographic evidence from all over the continent suggests that individuals had several names: those given in infancy and acquired at initiation, nicknames, and names bestowed on namesakes (names borne by living and dead clansmen were publicly given to young kinsmen as a mark of fondness, and adults could 'exchange' names to indicate a special bond). Regional practice varied, but generally names were clan or private property. Some were 'secret' names known only to persons of equivalent religious stature. Even where 'public' names were used to refer to a person, etiquette dictated that a kin term or reference be used as a term of address. Hints of these conventions appear in the Robinson and Thomas papers (where, for example, the aged leader Berberry is mentioned as 'Wigegulk marmum' i.e. father of Wigegulk), which also show that names were bestowed on namesakes when the original holder was living or only recently dead. All replies to Smyth's 1863 question naire asking whether names and related words were 'disused' after death suggest (and Thomas explicitly asserts) that name avoidance after death was brief and that this custom was a negligible source of linguistic change among the Kulin of central Victoria.
K E Y TO SUPERSCRIPT IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES
The prevalence of namesakes within and beyond the clan (although we can only specu late about genealogical connections) and use of the same name by father and son, uncle and nephew, brothers, and sisters, means that construction of genealogies from the Protectors' censuses and journals is essential before an individual can be identified with any certainty. Even so, many uncertainties remain. Elders listed under Howitt's entry in the above key specified the moiety of most Kulin clans; their identification was checked by an analysis of marriages contracted c.1800-1890. Because Robinson named the natal clan of wives, his records are useful for moiety identification even though he was unaware of the moiety principle. Some Wathaurung clans cannot be labelled for lack of such information, but there is no doubt that the western boundary of the bunjil-waa moieties was at Fiery creek, where Wathaurung adjoined the Utowolbulluk and other Pirt pirt wuurongDa clans who traced moiety membership matrilineally. Two June 1898 letters in R.H. Mathews' papers prove that the Coranderrk manager twice confirmed this boundary with assem bled elders for him and for John Mathew before Mathews posted his erroneous 1898 paper. Mrs Richards, the only Wathaurung met on Mathews' Victorian tours (his 1902 notes record her statement that her brother Jack Phillips died in 1901), told him the Wathaurung were bunjil and waa. She gave more detail to John Mathew in 1909. I can not find any evidence, either in Mathews' records or elsewhere, to support statements he published in 1898 and 1904 about moiety boundaries, marriage, or initiation cere monies among the Kulin.15
The clan lists which follow are merely a reconstruction from available evidence, offered as a gloss or 'crib' for other scholars searching the archival evidence, in the hope that further work will expand and correct my attempt at mapping the past. European writings are but a flawed and partial record of Kulin land ownership: by ancient convention only clan owners could publicly 'speak for' their land. G.A. Robin son understood this convention: his 1846 list of clans composing the 'Boonwurrong Nation' notes that 'Benhow gave names as a favour'. In the 1880s Barak gave partial lists of the Kulin clans to his friend A.W. Howitt, but it is clear that he spoke only of those clans which he had some rightful authority to 'speak for' -either because of his own kin ties to the clan owners or because he, as ngurungaeta, was responsible for the survivors now gathered on his land at Coranderrk. From 1875 to 1884 Barak and the younger Kulin assembled there, born of Kulin women on Kulin land, fought the schemes of Board members Curr and LeSouef to sell the only land reserved for Kulin use. Coranderrk became a permanent reserve but already the Board was implementing an 'absorption' policy (enforced by 1886 legislation) which exiled all young 'half castes', including two men Barak had named to succeed him as ngurungaeta. The new manager who implemented their dispersal admittedly knew nothing of the Kulin, and they despised him: these facts shaped h's replies to ethnographic queries preserved in the John Mathew, R.H. Mathews and A.W. Howitt papers. When Howitt wrote in 1900 seeking further information about clans, the manager replied that the few remaining residents 'cannot give any other name than Boonoorung for Pt Nepean and Western Port Bay blacks'. Of course Barak and other elders he assembled for questioning could remember neighbouring clans and roughly define their estates. What the manager inter preted as ignorance was in fact adherence to the convention that only descendants of male and female clan members inherited various rights to care for and speak for the land. Their silence was deference to the rightful heirs -those exiled 'half castes' whom Barak had sheltered and trained as custodians of Kulin lands and traditions. But the heirs they acknowledged were already dispersed in camps on the rubbish tips of Vic torian towns, where their landless children and grand-children of necessity remained until the 1960s. 
APPENDIX I: BUNURONG AND WOIWOR UNG
Versions of these -(wjurrung or language names have been used to label separate Coast and Yarra 'tribes' since 1837, when missionary George Langhorne arrived to supervise them at a reserve near the junction of the Yarra and Gardiner's creek. This usage was continued in the censuses and journals compiled by officials of the 1839-49 Port Phillip Protectorate, but comparison of the various censuses and journals compiled by Assistant Protector William Thomas reveals that indivi duals he labelled Bunurong when in the vicinity of Western Port bay were re-classified as 'Port Phillip'/Yarra/'Waworong' tribe (or even Barrabool, the contemporary label for coastal Wathaurung clans between the Werribee and Barwon rivers) when met west of Mordialloc. Robinson's 1846 list of clans composing the 'Boonwurrong nation' defined their territory by place-names located in a narrow coastal tract stretching eastward from the Werribee (Exe) river around Port Phillip and Western Port bays to theTarwin river watershed. Howitt's information from Woiworung and Kumai elders independently confirmed the Werribee boundary while suggesting an eastward extension to 'Yanakie' (from 1850 a pastoral run covering Wilson's Promontory), but identified several clans in Robinson's list as Woiworung. The discrepancy is explained by Barak's definition of the bounds of the 'marine-bek': from the mouth of the Yarra inland to Gardiner's creek and via the creek east ward to 'Dandenong' then south by the 'Mordialloc' creek ('Mordialloc itself, Brighton, St Kilda and Sandridge were "half-bad" country'); the 'bad country' proper extended from Mordialloc Creek to the Mornington Peninsula, inland as far as Cranbourne, and eastward around Western Port bay to the sources of the Latrobe river and to 'Wa-mung' (Wilson's Promontory) where the creatorhero Lohan ended his journey from the Yarra flats. Barak explained that any newcomer to the marine-bek had to obey various ritual prohibitions and 'must also learn the Bunwurung language which is spoken there and which is the language of Lohan who lives at Wilson's Promontory and who made this custom'.
It was R. Brough Smyth, considered the colony's most brilliant young scientist in the 1860s, who first collected and published evidence that these supposedly separate tribes spoke 'the same' dialect, differing only by a few words, together with the myth of 'Loo-errn' which was the rationale for a particular form of speech and behaviour in the 'marr-ne-beek' country between the Yarra and Latrobe rivers, adjacent to Loo-errn's home at 'Wamoom'. Artist George Haydon published a puzzled account of the ceremonious observances of the (mostly young Woiworung) Native Police accompanying G.A. Robinson's 1844 expedition through Western Port to Gippsland. Robinson's official reports merely note that the region between the Tarwin and Port Albert (where the Kurnai had been 'dispersed' by squatters) seemed uninhabited. He argued that the impenetrable scrub which had defeated occupation from Melbourne (and forced Land Commissioner Tyers to sail to his Port Albert post in 1843) was evidence that the owners had been exterminated by sealers and the still-unknown Kurnai. This deduction was based on a false analogy with examples of 'unnatural ground' (his term for the neglected estates of clans exterminated or driven elsewhere by squatters) seen on his 1841 tour of western Victoria.
Howitt's notes indicate that the Bunurong form of speech was required usage only within the coastal 'bad country' adjacent to the hallowed ground around Western Port bay where Bunjil, Loan (his rendering of the Kurnai pronunciation) and Jato-wora-woroi rested at sacred sites which mark ed the end of their journeys when creating the Kulin and Kurnai world. But the Yallukit-willam clan stretching west of the Yarra called themselves Bunurong because a portion of their territory lay within the 'half-bad' country; so did that of several Woiworung clans called Bunurong by Robinson. The owners of course contr olled access by more distant Kulin groups. Thus use of the speech-label Bunurong is a statement about religious and political authority. Howitt's notes suggest this was also true in Gippsland, where the 'Nulit' form of Kurnai speech was required usage in the 'wea-wuk' coastal tract stretching south of the Latrobe river and the lakes as far as Lakes Entrance, where the owning clans (identified by the suffix -wurk) likewise controlled access to the sacred sites at Wilson's Promontory. Unfortunately Howitt's 1904 book merely noted that the ritual behaviour required in the 'bad country' was known to distant Kulin (also to the Pangerang) and Kurnai but did not mention Bunurong speech. Nor did he challenge Smyth's false conclusion that the area east of Western Port bay was 'debatable ground' held sometimes by Kulin and sometimes by Kurnai, although his notes proved that the Kulin-Kurnai boundary was clearly defined and that the reciprocal raiding of the 1830s and 1840s was not over land but a 'blood feud'. Barak explained that the Kurnai raids (in cluding that on 'Jamieson's house' in 1840) stemmed from one incident 'long before the white men came to Melbourne' when 'Mordiallock people went down to the Tarwin to feast on native cabbage' then followed and killed some of the Port Albert Kurnai who had consumed this resource without permission. The Kurnai had raided Western Port to avenge these killings and 'the Gippsland and Westernport blacks were never friends after'. P rotectorate records of the numbers ofWoiworung and Bunurong and their ties with other Kulin groups are flawed by William Thomas' ignorance of clan names (he used only European-imposed geographical labels such as -'Yarras', 'Westernports', 'Mt Macedons') and by artificial boundaries dividing the four assistant protectors' districts. Thomas' duties as court interpreter and clerk limited surveillance of his Western Port district to the immediate vicinity of Melbourne after government policy limiting rations disrupted depots formed on the Mornington Peninsula 1840-41 and at Narre Narre Warren near Dandenong 1841-43. The western Woiworung and Bunurong clans (between the Maribyrnong and Werribee rivers and extending north to Mt Macedon) were the responsibility of Thomas' colleague E.S. Parker, whose incomplete 1840 lists of 'Marinbulluk' and 'Konongwillam' in fact include members of other clans. After his depot was moved from Sunbury to Jajowrong territory on the Loddon in November 1840 their fate was virtually unrecorded. Some of their pro minent members, but few Woiworung from the sources of the Yarra,appear in Thomas' November 1839 'district' census naming 124 'Waworong' and 83 'Bonurong' and estimating that they totalled 230. New names appear in his January 1846 census of the 'Yarra and Westernport tribes' (99+61, but still omitting western Woiworung in Parker's district) and in subsequent censuses to 1863 when the listed survivors (22+11) included several Kurnai spouses. Because he failed to distinguish clans, an estimate of their respective size could only be made by laborious analysis of genealogical data in the Thomas, Robinson and Howitt papers. All contemporary reports 1803-38 declare the inhabi tants healthy, except for several puzzling skin diseases thought indigenous by physicians.^ Robinson noticed evidence of venereal disease in 1836, when Derremart and William Buckley told him it was 'new'; by May 1839 the Medical Officer reported great mortality from 'syphilis', typhus and epi demic influenza; by 1840 many were 'spitting blood' and dying from respiratory disease, probably tuberculosis. Smyth 1878: I 453-455, II 13-14; Howitt Papers. Smyth (1878: I 32) , who worked with Thomas for seven years and acquired a portion of his papers, was sure Thomas exaggerated casualties; he mentions Thomas' hearsay report that half a 'tribe' was killed at Western Port in 1834, pre sumably the incident described in Thomas' (Legislative Council 1859: 62) reminiscence of a carved tree at Little Brighton marking the site where 'sixty or seventy' were killed by Kurnai in '1833-4'. 17 The only contemporary evidence for pre-contact'smallpox'is Fleming's journal of Grimes' 1803 expedition, mentioning that two of 35 men encountered 'appeared to be marked with the small pox', and Tuckey's note that one of over 200 men seen 1803-04 Vas deeply pitted as if from the small pox' (Bonwick 1883: 7-17, 19-35 ). Buckley's memoirs (Cannon 1982: 185) say 'cutaneous disorders' were common before 1835; neither he (a smallpox victim) nor Captain Foster Fyans, acquainted with endemic smallpox from a decade's service in India and Burma, nor the experienced ships' surgeons employed 1835-1849 as medical officers in the GeelongMelbourne region, mention smallpox. The early medical records suggest a combination of impetigo and ringworm to modern diagnosticians; either could account for the Fleming/Tuckey observations and later reminiscences about pockmarking. In April-May 1838 the senior men of every Kulin and Waveroo clan, accompanied by their wives and children, were travelling throughout central and northeastern Victoria to attend a scheduled series of male initiation rites, each requiring the attendance of members of distant clans -both kin by descent and the men who were potential kinsmen as sponsors and future 'in-laws' of initiates to whom their sisters and daughters had been betrothed in infancy. This journeying dictated by religious and family obligations was not deterred by long-continued drought or the depredations of overlanding pastoralists, but in 1838 (and again in April-October 1840) fearful squatters and ignorant officials misinterpreted the necessary travels of messengers and the resulting 'inter-tribal' assemblies as planning for 'concerted warfare'Ca. Overlanders's journals, depositions and reminiscences reveal that planning for a series of initiations involving Taungurong, neighbouring Waveroo clans, and adjacent Wiradjuri about Albury was underway by January 1838 but in April Wm Faithfull's unsupervised convict servants disrupted a largescale gathering at Benalla (see Taungurong clan 8); on 11 April they shot some participants and were themselves speared. Several punitive expeditions followed, including George Faithfull and Peter Snodgrass' massacre of another ceremonial gathering near Wangaratta (see Cannon 1982 and Bride 1898).
Ngurungaeta:
Bet banger**/Benbenger*7Bedbenji**/Baitbanger/Neronger**/Nerongho*7Robert WebbD (1814/5-July 1847). Thomas' 1839-67 journals prove that the Yering area was constantly visited by this and other Woiworung clans; other records suggest there were important sacred sites in the vicinity. Genealogical evidence in the Howitt, Robinson and Thomas Papers confirms the linkage between Wurundjeri-balluk patrilines and shows that the ngurungaeta prominent 1839-49 were also linked by maternal descent from women of clan 2 who were 'sisters' or 'half-sisters' of the elder Ningulabul. These records identify the 'brothers Jagajaga' who conducted the tanderrum ceremony by which strangers were allowed temporary access to clan resources; Batman and his backers misinterpreted their symbolic handingover of 'portions of the soil' as acquiescence to his 'purchase' of their land by the mediaeval English ritual of 'enfeoffm ent'. Four of the eight men named by Batman were ngurungaeta of clans whose estates he claimed; a fifth, 'Cooloolock', was the influential elder Kollorlook^ who died at Geelong in May 1848. Batman's 'Doutigalla' tribal label was corrected by the Bunurong elders Robinson met in December 1836: 'Doot-ty Galler' was the name of the 'first woman the settlers met': pre sumably the senior woman of those Batman's party encountered near the Werribee river, whose news of this intrusion no doubt prompted the assembly of Woiworung leaders to which Batman was guided by another ngurungaeta, Morundulk or Mooney Mooney**.
The unpublished records suggest that related Wurundjeri-willam ngurungaeta controlled specific tracts in the 1830s, although the pre-eminence of Billibellary was universally acknowledged by 1837. Available evidence**'* '" suggests the following subdivision:
5. waa WURUNDJERI-WILLAMH (a) tract on S bank of Yarra, from Gardiner's creek upstream to Yarra flats and N slopes of 'Dandenong mountains'**.
Ngurungaeta: Bor-run-uj>ton**/Boronuptune**'*7Borungyupton*7Burrenupton*7jacky Jacky**'*7 Jaga Jagga**/Mr Walpole*^ (ca. 1793-1851+), oldest brother of Billibellary; a Jakka Jakka who sign ed treaty **'*^**; heir was son Bor-rer-bor-rer**/Burborough*7ßorro Borro*7jaga Jagga**/George** (ca. 1818-August 1852), jailed in Lettsom raid 1840, briefly in 1842 Native Police, killed by father's brother's son Kalkallo.
